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ABSTRACT
We present the discovery of a hot-Jupiter transiting the V = 9.23mag main-sequence A-star KELT-17
(BD+14 1881). KELT-17b is a 1.31+0.28−0.29MJ, 1.645+0.060−0.055RJ hot-Jupiter in a 3.08 day period orbit misaligned
at −115.9± 4.1 deg to the rotation axis of the star. The planet is confirmed via both the detection of the radial
velocity orbit, and the Doppler tomographic detection of the shadow of the planet during two transits. The
nature of the spin-orbit misaligned transit geometry allows us to place a constraint on the level of differential
rotation in the host star; we find that KELT-17 is consistent with both rigid-body rotation and solar differential
rotation rates (α < 0.30 at 2σ significance). KELT-17 is only the fourth A-star with a confirmed transiting
planet, and with a mass of 1.635+0.066−0.061M⊙, effective temperature of 7454 ± 49K, and projected rotational
velocity v sin I∗ = 44.2+1.5−1.3 km s
−1; it is amongst the most massive, hottest, and most rapidly rotating of
known planet hosts.
Subject headings: planets and satellites: individual (KELT-17b) – stars: individual (KELT-17, BD+14 1881,
TYC 807-903-1)
1. INTRODUCTION
The properties of planets orbiting high mass stars pro-
vide an important piece of the planet formation puzzle.
The occurrence rate of giant planets increases with stellar
mass (e.g. Johnson et al. 2007, 2010; Crepp & Johnson 2011;
Jones et al. 2014, 2016), at least until ∼ 2M⊙ (Reffert et al.
22015). Observations of protoplanetary disks also show a cor-
relation between the mass of the host star and the surface den-
sity and mass of the protoplanetary disk (e.g. Muzerolle et al.
2003; Natta et al. 2006), as well as the disk accretion rate
(Manara et al. 2016). As such, the conditions around young,
massive stars are more conducive to the formation of giant
planet embryos (e.g. Liu et al. 2016), and may even lead to
more massive planets being formed (Mordasini et al. 2012).
Despite the apparent ease of giant planet formation
around massive stars, only three transiting planets have
been confirmed around A stars to date: WASP-33b
(Collier Cameron et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2015), KOI-13b
(Szabo´ et al. 2011; Shporer et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2014),
and HAT-P-57b (Hartman et al. 2015). Confirming planets
around these stars is difficult via traditional techniques: in
addition to the low mass and radius ratios of these sys-
tems (therefore low radial velocity amplitudes and transit
depths), main sequence A-stars have rapid rotation rates
and few metal spectral lines, inhibiting precise radial veloc-
ity measurements that are typically necessary for the planet
confirmation. One successful approach is to perform ra-
dial velocity searches for planets around ‘retired A-stars’
(e.g. Johnson et al. 2010; Wittenmyer et al. 2011) – giants
and sub-giants with masses > 1.6M⊙ that have spun-down
over their post-main-sequence evolution, and allow precise
radial velocity measurements to be made. These surveys
have revealed some intriguing trends, such as the apparent
lack of high eccentricity warm-Jupiters around sub-giants
(Jones et al. 2014).
Transiting planets offer an unique set of opportunities, such
as the characterization of planet radius, orbital orientation,
and atmospheric properties, that are not available to planets
detected by radial velocities only. A sample of well char-
acterized planets around massive stars is necessary to under-
stand the mass-dependence of planet properties. The Kilode-
gree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT) (Pepper et al. 2007)
is designed to target planets orbiting stars with brightnesses
of 8 < Vmag < 10: systems around bright stars that are
conducive to follow-up characterization. As discussed in
Bieryla et al. (2015), a direct result of this KELT sample se-
lection is that 55% of KELT-North targets are hotter than
6250 K, with masses & 1.3M⊙ and median rotational ve-
locities of & 20 km s−1 (inferred from the Kepler sample of
stellar rotational velocities in Nielsen et al. 2013). A similar
stellar sample will also be surveyed by the TESS full frame
dataset (Ricker et al. 2014). Strategies for confirming plan-
ets around massive stars from the KELT survey are therefore
directly transferable to future planet candidates from TESS.
Transiting planets around rapidly rotating, high mass stars
can be confirmed via Doppler tomography. During a transit,
the planet occults parts of the rotating stellar disk, thereby dis-
torting the observed spectral line profile of the star. For rela-
tively slowly rotating host stars, this results in a net shift in the
apparent velocity of the host star – the Rossiter-McLaughlin
effect (Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin 1924). In the cases where
the rotational broadening of the star is significantly higher
than other broadening factors, the shadow of the planet can
be resolved as an intrusion in the rotationally broadened line
profile of the star, yielding a Doppler tomographic detection
of the planet. In addition to the three planets around A-stars
confirmed via Doppler tomography, detections have been
achieved for 9 more planets: WASP-3b (Miller et al. 2010),
WASP-38b (Brown et al. 2012), CoRoT-11b (Gandolfi et al.
2012), HAT-P-2b and Kepler-25c (Albrecht et al. 2013), KOI-
13b (Johnson et al. 2014), KOI-12b (Bourrier et al. 2015),
KELT-7b and HAT-P-56b (Bieryla et al. 2015; Zhou et al.
2016). The depth and width of the spectroscopic shadow of
the planet is directly correlated with the planet-star radius ra-
tio. In the cases where the depth agrees with that from the
photometric transit, we can rule out blend scenarios often as-
sociated with transiting planet candidates. This is especially
useful in eliminating the scenarios of background eclipsing
binaries, where a Doppler tomographic observation will yield
no planet detection. Subsequent out-of-transit radial veloci-
ties, at the km s−1 level, are then taken to constrain the nature
of the orbiting companion.
In this paper, we report the discovery of KELT-17b, a hot-
Jupiter transiting a rapidly rotating (v sin I∗ = 44 km s−1) A-
star. KELT-17b was discovered in the equatorial field jointly
surveyed by the KELT-North (Pepper et al. 2007) and KELT-
South (Pepper et al. 2013) observatories. The discovery in-
volves a series of photometric follow-up observations that
confirmed and characterized the transit light curve, and spec-
troscopic monitoring that constrained the mass of the sys-
tem. Finally, blend false positive scenarios were ruled out by
two in-transit spectroscopic observations that confirmed the
Doppler tomographic signal induced by the transiting planet.
2. DISCOVERY AND FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS
2.1. KELT-South and KELT-North
KELT-17, the first exoplanet host discovered through the
combined observations of both the KELT-North and KELT-
South telescopes, is located in KELT-South field 06 (KS06)
and KELT-North field 14 (KN14) which are both centered
on α = 07h 39m 36s δ = +03◦ 00′ 00′′ (J2000). At the
time of identification, the post-processed KELT data set in-
cluded 2092 images from KN14 taken between UT 2011 Oc-
tober 11 and UT 2013 March 26 and 2636 images from KS06
taken between UT2010 March 02 and 2013 May 10. The im-
age reduction, light curve extraction, and candidate selection
processes are described in Siverd et al. (2012); Kuhn et al.
(2016). In brief, calibrated images are processed to light
curves using a heavily modified version of the ISIS image
subtraction package (Alard & Lupton 1998; Alard 2000). Ex-
tracted light curves are outlier-clipped, smoothed with a 90-
day median window, and finally detrended with the Trend Fil-
tering Algorithm (Kova´cs et al. 2005). This process was per-
formed independently for the KELT-North and KELT-South
data sets. Objects in common between the two fields were
identified and given a new KELT-Joint field 06 (KJ06) des-
ignation. The candidate selection process was then run on
these final combined light curves. KJ06C006046=KELT-17
emerged as a top candidate in the joint analysis of field KJ06.
KELT-17 (TYC 807-903-1, 2MASS J08222820+1344071) is
located at α = 08h 22m 28.s21 δ = +13◦ 44′ 07′′2 (J2000). A
list of the photometric and kinematics parameters for KELT-
17 is shown in Table 1. The box-fitting least squares (BLS)
(Kova´cs et al. 2002) periodicity algorithm was used to search
for candidates in KJ06. Candidates are selected according to
statistics produced with the VARTOOLS (Hartman & Bakos
2016) implementation of BLS, and from statistics calculated
as per Pont et al. (2006) and Burke et al. (2006). Table 2
shows the criteria and results for the KELT-17b candidate se-
lection. The discovery light curves from both KELT-North
and KELT-South are shown in Figure 1.
2.2. Photometric Follow-up
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FIG. 1.— Discovery light curves from the KELT survey. The data points show the discovery light curve, binned at intervals of 0.0025 in phase. The combined
light curve from the North and South telescopes are shown on the top panel. Subsequent panels show the light curves from each site. The KELT discovery
dataset was not used to constrain the planet parameters in the global fit (Section 3.7). The transit depth from the discovery light curves are diluted due to the
application of TFA, which acts to dampen any modulation in the light curve. The final transit model from the EXOFAST global analysis, inferred via higher
precision follow-up photometry, is plotted in black for reference.
TABLE 1
MAGNITUDES AND KINEMATICS OF KELT-17
Parameter Description KELT-17 Value Source Reference(s)
Names TYC 807-903-1
2MASS J08222820+1344071
BD+14 1881
αJ2000 Right Ascension (RA) 08:22:28.21 Tycho-2 Høg et al. (2000)
δJ2000 Declination (Dec) +13:44:07.2 Tycho-2 Høg et al. (2000)
FUV Far UV flux 16.565 ± 0.034 GALEX Bianchi et al. (2011)
NUV Near UV flux 13.261 ± 0.005 GALEX Bianchi et al. (2011)
u′ 11.027 ± 0.001 SDSS Abazajian et al. (2009)
B 9.553 ± 0.025 ASCC Kharchenko (2001)
BT Tycho BT magnitude 9.53 ± 0.02 Tycho-2 Høg et al. (2000)
VT Tycho VT magnitude 9.23 ± 0.02 Tycho-2 Høg et al. (2000)
V 9.286 ± 0.051 TASS Droege et al. (2006)
r′ 9.223 CMC15 Evans et al. (2002)
IC 8.948 ± 0.039 TASS Droege et al. (2006)
J 2MASS magnitude 8.745 ± 0.027 2MASS Cutri et al. (2003); Skrutskie et al. (2006)
H 2MASS magnitude 8.697 ± 0.042 2MASS Cutri et al. (2003); Skrutskie et al. (2006)
K 2MASS magnitude 8.646 ± 0.018 2MASS Cutri et al. (2003); Skrutskie et al. (2006)
WISE1 WISE passband 8.616 ± 0.023 WISE Cutri & et al. (2012)
WISE2 WISE passband 8.644 ± 0.02 WISE Cutri & et al. (2012)
WISE3 WISE passband 8.630 ± 0.053 WISE Cutri & et al. (2012)
WISE4 WISE passband 8.678 ± 0.384 WISE Cutri & et al. (2012)
µα Proper Motion in RA (mas yr−1) -22.9 ± 1.1 NOMAD Zacharias et al. (2004)
µδ Proper Motion in DEC (mas yr−1) -0.7 ± 1.0 NOMAD Zacharias et al. (2004)
U∗ Space motion ( km s−1) -25.6 ± 0.9 This work
V Space motion ( km s−1) 3.3 ± 0.9 This work
W Space motion ( km s−1) -0.1 ± 1.3 This work
Distance Distance (pc) 210 ± 10 This work
RV Absolute Radial Velocity ( km s−1) 28.0 ± 0.1 This work
NOTES
∗U is positive in the direction of the Galactic Center
4TABLE 2
KELT DISCOVERY SELECTION CRITERION
Statistic Selection KELT-17b
Criteria /KJ06C006046
Signal detection . . . SDE > 7.0 10.56395
efficiency . . . . . . . . .
Signal to pink-noise SPN > 7.0 9.27154
Transit depth . . . . . . δ < 0.05 0.00433
χ2 ratio . . . . . . . . . . . ∆χ
2
∆χ2
−
> 1.5 1.72
Duty cycle . . . . . . . . q < 0.1 0.04
To confirm the source, refine the transit depth, duration,
period, and eliminate false positive scenarios, we obtained
higher spatial resolution and precision photometric follow-up
observations of KELT-17b in multiple filters. These datasets
are uniformly reduced using AstroImageJ (AIJ, Collins et al.
2016). These light curves are presented in Figure 2. A de-
scription of each observatory is below. See Table 3 for a list
of the observations and their parameters that were used in the
global fit.
2.2.1. CROW
An I band transit was observed on UT 2015 March 05 at the
Canela’s Robotic Observatory (CROW) with the 0.3 m SCT12
telescope, remotely operated from Portalegre, Portugal. Ob-
servations were acquired with the ST10XME CCD camera,
with a 30′ × 20′ field of view and a 0.′′86 pixel scale.
2.2.2. Kutztown
A full multi-color (V and I) transit of KELT-17b was ob-
served on UT 2015 March 12 at Kutztown University Obser-
vatory (KUO), located on the campus of Kutztown Univer-
sity in Kutztown, Pennsylvania. KUO’s main instrument is
the 0.6 m Ritchey-Chre´tien optical telescope with a focal ra-
tio of f/8. The imaging CCD (KAF-6303E) camera has an
array of 3K×2K (9µm) pixels and covers a field of view of
19.′5× 13.′0.
2.2.3. Swarthmore
The Peter van de Kamp Observatory (PvdK) at Swarthmore
College (near Philadelphia) houses a 0.62-m Ritchey-Chretien
reflector with a 4K×4K pixel Apogee CCD. The telescope
and camera together have a 26′ × 26′ field of view and a 0.′′61
pixel scale. PvdK observed KELT-17b on UT 2015 March 12
in the SDSS z′ filter.
2.2.4. Whitin
KELT-17b was observed in both g′ and i′ on UT 2015
March 12 at Wellesley College’s Whitin Observatory in Mas-
sachusetts. The telescope is a 0.6 m Boller and Chivens
with a DFM focal reducer yielding an effective focal ratio
of f/9.6. We used an Apogee U230 2K×2K camera with a
0.′′58 pixel−1 scale and a 20′ × 20′ field of view.
2.2.5. WCO
One full transit of KELT-17b was observed from the
Westminster College Observatory (WCO), PA, on UT 2015
November 4 in the z′ filter. The observations employed a
0.35 m f/11 Celestron C14 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope and
SBIG STL-6303E CCD with a∼ 3K×2K array of 9 µm pix-
els, yielding a 24′ × 16′ field of view and 1.′′4 pixel−1 image
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FIG. 2.— (Top) The individual KELT follow-up Network observations of
KELT-17b. The best fit model for each light curve is shown in red. (Bottom)
All follow-up transits combined and binned in 5 minute intervals to best rep-
resent the transit features. These binned data are shown for display only, and
were not used in the analysis. The combined and binned models from each
transit are represented by the red line.
scale at 3 × 3 pixel binning. The stellar FWHM was seeing-
limited with a typical value of ∼ 3.2′′.
2.2.6. MVRC
Three full transits of KELT-17b were observed on UT 2016
February 26 (g′ and i′) and UT 2016 March 31 (r′) using
the Manner-Vanderbilt Ritchie-Chre´tien (MVRC) telescope
located at the Mt. Lemmon summit of Steward Observatory,
AZ. The observations employed a 0.6 m f/8 RC Optical Sys-
tems Ritchie-Chre´tien telescope and SBIG STX-16803 CCD
with a 4K×4K array of 9 µm pixels, yielding a 26′ × 26′
KELT-17b 5
field of view and 0.′′39 pixel−1 image scale. The telescope
was heavily defocused for all three observations resulting in a
typical stellar FWHM of ∼ 17′′.
2.2.7. PEST
The PEST (Perth Exoplanet Survey Telescope) observatory
is a backyard observatory owned and operated by ThiamGuan
(TG) Tan, located in Perth, Australia. It is equipped with a
0.3 m Meade LX200 SCT f/10 telescope with focal reducer
yielding f/5 and a SBIG ST-8XME CCD camera. The tele-
scope and camera combine to have a 31′ × 21′ field of view
and a 1.′′2 pixel scale. PEST observed KELT-17b on UT 2016
March 06 in the B band.
2.3. Spectroscopic Follow-up
A series of spectroscopic follow-up observations were per-
formed to characterize the KELT-17 system, they are summa-
rized in Table 4.
In order to search for signs of stellar-mass companions of
KELT-17, we performed low resolution, high signal-to-noise
reconnaissance spectroscopic follow-up of KELT-17 using the
Wide Field Spectrograph (WiFeS, Dopita et al. 2007) on the
ANU 2.3 m telescope at Siding Spring Observatory, Australia
in February 2015. WiFeS is an integral field spectrograph em-
ploying 1′′ width slitlets to provide a field of view of 12′′×38′′
when read out in the ‘stellar’ mode. Follow-up with WiFeS
allowed us to obtain multi-epoch spectra for the target and
all nearby stars within one KELT pixel, helping to eliminate
astrophysical blend scenarios, such as nearby eclipsing bi-
naries, that may mimic the signal of a transiting hot-Jupiter
(Bayliss et al. 2013). Stellar classification using the flux cal-
ibrated WiFeS spectrum provided an initial estimate for the
stellar parameters of Teff = 7200± 200K, log g∗ = 4.0± 0.4
dex, [Fe/H] = −0.5± 0.4 dex. Three additional multi-epoch
observations constrained the radial velocity variation of the
target to be < 2 km s−1, indicating any orbiting companion
responsible for the transit must be of substellar mass.
Following candidate vetting with WiFeS, in-depth spectro-
scopic characterization of KELT-17 was performed by the
Tillinghast Reflector Echelle Spectrograph (TRES) on the
1.5 m telescope at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory,
Mount Hopkins, Arizona, USA. TRES has a wavelength cov-
erage of 3900–9100 A˚ over 51 echelle orders, with a resolv-
ing power of λ/∆λ ≡ R = 44000. A total of 12 out-of-transit
observations were taken to characterize the radial velocity or-
bital variations exhibited by KELT-17. The wavelength solu-
tions are derived from Th-Ar hollow cathode lamp exposures
that bracket each object spectrum. Each observation consists
of three consecutive exposures, totalling ∼ 540 s in exposure
time, combined to enable cosmic-ray removal.
The process of spectral extraction, reduction, and ra-
dial velocity analyses are similar to those described in
Buchhave et al. (2010). Absolute radial velocities are ob-
tained by cross correlating the Mg b line region against a syn-
thetic template spectrum generated using the Kurucz (1992)
atmosphere models. The Mg b velocities are used to deter-
mine the absolute velocity offsets presented in Tables 1 and
7. Precise relative radial velocities are obtained by cross cor-
relating multiple echelle orders of each spectrum to synthetic
spectral templates, and weight-averaging the resulting veloc-
ities. We adopt the relative radial velocities from the multi-
order cross correlations for our radial velocity orbit analysis.
The radial velocity orbit measured by TRES is shown in Fig-
ure 3, and individual radial velocity measurements are also
presented in Table 5.
In addition, we also observed spectroscopic transits of
KELT-17b with TRES on 2016-02-23 and 2016-02-26 UT,
gathering 33 and 29 sets of spectra, respectively. The ex-
posures achieved a signal-to-noise ratio of 70–100 per res-
olution element over the Mg b lines, and were reduced as
per Buchhave et al. (2010). The in-transit series of spectra
revealed the Doppler tomographic signal of the planet, de-
scribed in Section 3.5. Multi-order radial velocities were
also derived for this dataset. These velocities clearly exhibit
the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin
1924), are plotted in Figure 3. In our global analysis with EX-
OFAST (Section 3.7), we model the Doppler tomographic sig-
nal, rather than the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, to obtain the
spin-orbit alignment of the system. The Doppler tomographic
measurement, as presented in Section 3.5, provides an accu-
rate measurement of the spin-orbit alignment of the system.
The Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, however, is modelled with
an approximatation to the measured velocities due to asym-
metric cross-correlation functions induced by the shadow of
the planet, and are subject to modelling assumptions (see dis-
cussions in e.g. Boue´ et al. 2013).
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. UVW Space Motion
We calculate the UVW space motion of KELT-17 to bet-
ter understand its place in the galactic population. The proper
motions, absolute radial velocities, and resulting UVW values
are laid out in Table 1. To derive the UVW space motions, we
derived an absolute radial velocity measurement of KELT-17,
calculated by taking the TRES Mg b echelle order absolute
velocity of the template frame, subtracting a relative offset
of γ = 0.073 km s−1 from the global analysis (Section 3.7),
and shifting by −0.61 km s−1 to the IAU absolute velocity
reference frame, which is determined by our observations of
a set of IAU radial velocity reference stars. Proper motion
values are taken from NOMAD (Zacharias et al. 2004). The
distance estimate is derived from a spectral fit to the spec-
tral energy distribution (Section 3.3). We also adopt the local
standard of rest from Cos¸kunogˇlu et al. (2011). The result-
ing U, V, W space motions are −25.6 ± 0.9, 3.3 ± 0.9, and
−0.1 ± 1.3 km s−1 respectively, giving a 99.4 % probability
that KELT-17 resides in the thin disk (Bensby et al. 2003).
3.2. Stellar Parameters from Spectra
The stellar atmospheric parameters were measured from
each spectrum using the Stellar Parameter Classification
(SPC) pipeline (Buchhave et al. 2010). The parameters ef-
fective temperature Teff , surface gravity log g∗, metallicity
[m/H], and projected rotational velocity v sin I∗ are fitted for
each TRES spectrum. SPC maximizes the cross correlation
function peak of each spectrum, in the spectral order sur-
rounding the Mg b lines, against a library of synthetic tem-
plates calculated using the Kurucz (1992) atmosphere models.
The resulting stellar parameters from the first round of fitting
to all exposures were Teff = 6975 ± 50K, log g∗ = 3.08 ±
0.10, [m/H] = −0.10± 0.08, v sin I∗ = 49.1± 0.5 km s
−1
,
the uncertainties describe the expected systematic errors and
scatter between exposures. The initial spectroscopic stellar
parameters for rapidly rotating stars are known to be unre-
liable. In particular, the surface gravity log g∗ is difficult to
6TABLE 3
PHOTOMETRIC FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS AND THE DETRENDING PARAMETERS FOUND BY AIJ FOR THE KELT-17 GLOBAL FIT.
Observatory Date (UT) Filter FOV Pixel Scale Exposure (s) Detrending parameters for global fit
CROW 2015 March 05 I 30′ × 20′ 0.′′86 90 Meridian Flip, Airmass, BJD
KUO 2015 March 12 I 19.′5× 13′ 0.′′76 30 Airmass, BJD
KUO 2015 March 12 V 19.′5× 13′ 0.′′76 30 BJD, X Centroid, Sky Background
Pvdk 2015 March 12 z′ 26′ × 26′ 0.′′61 60 Airmass
Whitin 2015 March 12 g′ 20′ × 20′ 0.′′58 48-80 FWHM, Total Counts, PSF Roundness
Whitin 2015 March 12 i′ 20′ × 20′ 0.′′58 60-100 BJD, FWHM, Sky Background, Airmass, Total Counts
WCO 2015 November 04 z′ 24′ × 16′ 1.′′4 180 BJD, Airmass, Total Counts
MVRC 2016 February 26 g′ 26.′8× 26.′8 0.′′39 30 Airmass, FWHM, X Centroid, Y Centroid
MVRC 2016 February 26 i′ 26.′8× 26.′8 0.′′39 60 X Centroid, Y Centroid
PEST 2016 March 06 B 31′ × 21′ 1.′′2 120 Target raw counts, FWHM, X Centroid
MVRC UT 2016 March 31 r′ 26.′8× 26.′8 0.′′39 30 Airmass, Total Counts, Sky Background
NOTES
All the follow-up photometry presented in this paper is available in machine-readable form in the online journal.
TABLE 4
SPECTROSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS
Telescope/Instrument Date Range Type of Observation Resolution Wavelength Range (A˚) Mean S/N per res. element Epochs
ANU 2.3m/WiFeS 02/2015 Low Resolution Spectral Typing 3000 3500–6000 135 1
ANU 2.3m/WiFeS 02/2015 Low Resolution Radial Velocity 7000 5200–7000 100 3
FWO 1.5m/TRES 04/2015 – 04/2016 High Resolution ≈44,000 3900–9100 ∼100 74
determine for hot and rapidly rotating stars, and an offset will
lead to systematic errors in the other atmospheric parameters.
As such, we use the transit duration, which is directly re-
lated to the a/R⋆ parameter, to give a much better constraint
on the stellar density ρ∗. Our global analysis (described
in Section 3.7) simultaneously constrains the stellar param-
eters using the transit light curves and stellar isochrones,
and yielded an updated log g∗ and [Fe/H]. We then re-ran
SPC with the log g∗ fixed to that determined from the global
analysis, and derived an updated set of stellar parameters of
Teff = 7452 ± 50K, [m/H] = 0.25 ± 0.08, v sin I∗ =
48.5± 0.5 km s−1. The derived Teff agrees with that from the
flux calibrated WiFeS low resolution spectrum (Section 2.3).
We note the SPC-derived [m/H] is slightly different from our
final metallicity value quoted in Table 7, since the metallicity,
and log g∗, are re-iterated through the global analysis, and are
co-constrained by the transit-derived stellar density and the
stellar isochrone models.
3.3. SED Analysis
We use all available broadband photometry to construct
the empirical spectral energy distribution (SED) of KELT-
17 (listed in Table 1), including GALEX near-UV fluxes
(Bianchi et al. 2011), Sloan Digital Sky Survey release 7
(SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2009) u′ band, BT and VT Tycho-
2 magnitudes, All-sky Compiled Catalogue-2.5 V3 B band
(ASCC, Kharchenko 2001), The Amateur Sky Survey Mark
IV (TASS, Droege et al. 2006) V and IC bands, 2MASS
(Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006) J , H , K bands, and
WISE (Cutri & et al. 2012) magnitudes (Figure 4). Only the
u′ band magnitude is used from SDSS, as the other bands
show signs of saturation. These wide band fluxes provide an
independent check on the spectral classification of the host
star. The SED is fitted against NextGen atmosphere models
(Hauschildt et al. 1999), with maximum reddening limited to
the local value from the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust maps. We
adopt a minimum error bar of 0.03 mag if the reported error
was smaller, except in the GALEX bands where a minimum
error of 0.1 mag is adopted. We also set the WISE3 error to
be much larger than reported in order to account for model
uncertainties at 10µm. We derive a Teff = 7450 ± 150K,
log g∗ = 4.0±0.5, [Fe/H] = 0.0±0.5,AV = 0.02
+0.07
−0.02, and
inferred distance of 210±10pc, with a reducedχ2 of 4.6 from
the final fit. The derived stellar parameters are in full agree-
ment with the final SPC stellar parameters in Section 3.2.
3.4. Evolutionary Analysis
To estimate the age of KELT-17, we match the sys-
tem parameters to Yonsei-Yale (YY) evolutionary tracks
(Demarque et al. 2004), shown in Figure 5. Following the
procedure specified in Siverd et al. (2012) and subsequent
KELT discovery papers, we adopt M⋆ = 1.635+0.066−0.061M⊙
and [Fe/H] = −0.018+0.074−0.072 from the global fit (Section 3.7),
and match these against the YY Teff – log g∗ isochrones, find-
ing that KELT-17 is an A-star on the main-sequence with a
relatively young age of 0.5–0.8 Gyr.
3.5. Doppler tomographic analysis
During a transit, the planet blocks successive regions of
the star, and imprints a ‘shadow’ on the observed spec-
tral line profiles. For rapidly rotating stars, the line broad-
ening profile can be derived via a least squares deconvo-
lution of the observed spectrum against a weighted line
list or an unbroadened spectral template (Donati et al. 1997;
Collier Cameron et al. 2010). We follow the procedure set
out in Zhou et al. (2016) to derive the broadening kernel
for the set of TRES transit spectra. Each echelle order is
blaze corrected by a flat lamp spectrum, and normalized by
a polynomial fit to the continuum. We then stitch the spec-
tra from every three echelle orders together, forming sections
of the spectrum ∼ 200A˚ long. A total of 34 echelle or-
ders were used from each observation, spanning the spectral
range of 3900–6250 A˚. For each spectral section, we gener-
ate a template using the SPECTRUM spectral synthesis pro-
gram (Gray & Corbally 1994), with the ATLAS9 model at-
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TABLE 5
RELATIVE RADIAL VELOCITIES FOR KELT-17
BJD (UTC) Relative RV (m s−1 ) RV Error (m s−1 ) Exp. Time (s) SNRea
2457114.63339 298 113 300 77.8
2457137.64461 -166 110 360 77.0
2457143.63772 -31 109 360 72.3
2457146.69136 -105 92 360 62.7
2457323.93301 200 168 480 45.9
2457387.01541 -132 97 360 84.5
2457389.93777 0b 53 660 136.0
⋆2457441.63378 -188 92 540 84.4
⋆2457441.64173 129 110 540 87.2
⋆2457441.64943 -18 112 540 90.7
⋆2457441.65678 -14 74 540 80.4
⋆2457441.66426 38 139 540 77.5
⋆2457441.672 4 77 540 87.6
⋆2457441.67973 4 90 540 81.1
⋆2457441.68744 -34 114 540 73.7
⋆2457441.69538 -151 143 540 67.0
⋆2457441.70274 13 142 540 56.7
⋆2457441.71029 -5 96 540 60.1
⋆2457441.71798 -239 136 540 65.5
⋆2457441.72596 175 98 540 74.0
⋆2457441.73379 116 102 540 81.1
⋆2457441.74174 326 101 540 78.8
⋆2457441.74968 262 99 540 73.0
⋆2457441.75734 78 128 540 70.8
⋆2457441.765 246 94 540 80.2
⋆2457441.77292 315 138 540 83.0
⋆2457441.78078 159 126 540 79.3
⋆2457441.78847 211 123 540 74.3
⋆2457441.79619 166 99 540 70.0
⋆2457441.80384 238 108 540 75.9
⋆2457441.81161 200 88 540 85.4
⋆2457441.8192 117 99 540 82.2
⋆2457441.82673 -261 103 540 80.7
⋆2457441.8343 -156 88 540 83.1
⋆2457441.84183 -156 108 540 78.7
⋆2457441.84929 -124 134 540 79.3
⋆2457441.85678 -240 100 540 75.3
⋆2457441.8643 -11 135 540 73.4
⋆2457441.87182 -15 168 540 64.1
⋆2457441.87943 -178 185 540 63.6
⋆2457444.65689 147 98 540 113.7
⋆2457444.66458 136 77 540 113.2
⋆2457444.6725 157 96 540 113.6
⋆2457444.68013 68 95 540 113.3
⋆2457444.68772 102 100 540 109.2
⋆2457444.69723 197 71 540 105.2
⋆2457444.70512 148 63 540 109.6
⋆2457444.71261 132 53 540 116.7
⋆2457444.72017 67 98 540 110.9
⋆2457444.73056 16 91 540 103.4
⋆2457444.73947 84 75 540 99.0
⋆2457444.74747 251 71 540 104.6
⋆2457444.75508 182 104 540 106.2
⋆2457444.76284 115 85 540 106.3
⋆2457444.77087 107 83 540 102.0
⋆2457444.77858 124 97 540 105.7
⋆2457444.78781 183 102 540 104.9
⋆2457444.79699 256 98 540 105.2
⋆2457444.80499 174 71 540 102.1
⋆2457444.81286 302 79 540 107.7
⋆2457444.82154 273 97 540 99.6
⋆2457444.82949 309 96 540 99.3
⋆2457444.83749 414 130 540 94.0
⋆2457444.84739 378 129 540 101.7
⋆2457444.85583 373 122 540 100.2
⋆2457444.86375 382 62 540 107.2
⋆2457444.8719 322 95 540 100.4
⋆2457444.87998 423 79 540 105.5
⋆2457444.88842 363 82 540 101.5
2457498.64997 80 99 750 78.8
2457499.63814 97 77 600 119.7
2457500.65083 49 96 900 107.4
2457501.62384 -36 94 600 110.4
2457502.64642 263 69 600 93.7
NOTES
∗ Exposures used to derive the Doppler tomographic transit signal, which was then used in the global EXOFAST analysis. In-transit velocities for the
Rossiter-McLaughlin effect were not used in EXOFAST analysis.
a Signal to noise per resolution element of the spectrum over the Mg b line region. b Template exposure defined as 0.0ms−1.
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FIG. 3.— TRES radial velocities of KELT-17. The TRES out-of-transit
points are shown in black, in-transit points in grey. Only the out-of-transit
radial velocities are used in the global fit. In-transit Doppler tomographic
analysis, rather than radial velocities, were used to determine the spin-orbit
alignment parameters (Section 3.7). (Top) Radial velocities shown as a func-
tion of time. (Middle) Velocities shown as a function of orbital phase. (Bot-
tom) Zoomed in view of the in-transit velocities, with the predicted Rossiter-
McLaughlin model (Hirano et al. 2011), with parameters determined from
Doppler tomography, over-plotted. Note the in-transit velocities show a clear
Rossiter-McLaughlin signal, and are largely consistent with the predicted
model. Potential differences may be due to approximations in the Rossiter-
McLaughlin model used to estimate the in-transit velocities.
mospheres (Castelli & Kurucz 2004). The spectral template
is generated using the measured Teff , log g∗, and [m/H] val-
ues from SPC, without any rotational, macroturbulence, or
instrumental broadening. The broadening kernel is derived
from each spectral section via the least squares deconvolu-
tion between the observed spectrum and the template (as per
Donati et al. 1997). The global broadening profile of the ex-
posure is then determined via the weighted average of the
broadening kernel generated from each spectral section. Out-
of-transit exposures provide an averaged broadening profile
template from which the in-transit profiles are subtracted. The
residuals and best fit models are shown in Figure 6. The resid-
uals are used in the EXOFAST global analysis in Section 3.7
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FIG. 4.— The SED fit for KELT-17. The red points show the photo-
metric magnitudes and adopted uncertainties. Horizontal error bars indi-
cate the width of the photometric band passes. The blue points show the
integrated model magnitudes from the best fit NextGen synthetic spectra
(Hauschildt et al. 1999). The parameters Teff , log g∗, [Fe/H] are allowed
free in the SED fit, while the reddening AV is limited to be less than the
maximum from the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust maps.
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FIG. 5.— Stellar evolutionary tracks for KELT-17. We match the M⋆
and [Fe/H] from the global analysis to evolutionary tracks from the YY
isochrones (Demarque et al. 2004), plotted here in terms of Teff and log g∗,
finding an age of 0.5–0.8 Gyr for the system. The shaded region represents
the 1σ model regime, and the blue markers note the ages (in Gyr) along the
best fit isochrone. The Teff and log g∗ of KELT-17 is marked in red.
to help measure the spin-orbit alignment of the system, as well
as co-constrain the planet transit parameters. In addition, we
also derive a v sin I∗ of 44.5± 0.2 km s−1 and a macroturbu-
lence broadening value of 5.10 ± 0.47 km s−1 from the de-
convolved broadening kernels using the fitting technique dis-
cussed in Zhou et al. (2016). We also tested performing the
least squares deconvolution on the SPC template spectra (cal-
culated using Kurucz 1992 atmosphere models), finding no
measurable difference in the resulting rotational profiles.
The detection of a Doppler tomographic signal eliminates
blend scenarios that can mimic the transit signal of a planetary
system. The depth and width of the Doppler tomographic sig-
nal is fully consistent with the photometric transit. In blend
scenarios, the Doppler tomographic signal depth will be di-
luted, and the width of the signal will be wider than that of a
planetary signal. In particular, if the photometric transit was
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TABLE 6
TRANSIT TIMES FOR KELT-17B.
Epoch TC σTC O-C O-C Telescope
(BJDTDB) (s) (s) (σTC )
-45 2457087.536713 113 194.59 1.72 CROW
-43 2457093.695135 77 28.55 0.37 KUO
-43 2457093.695102 101 25.70 0.25 KUO
-43 2457093.692344 125 -212.59 -1.69 Pvdk
-43 2457093.694912 106 9.29 0.09 Whitin
-43 2457093.694187 130 -53.35 -0.41 Whitin
34 2457330.866145 76 -163.41 -2.13 WCO
71 2457444.834316 80 -6.78 -0.08 MVRC
71 2457444.835685 55 111.50 1.99 MVRC
74 2457454.078245 155 288.14 1.85 PEST
82 2457478.715457 53 -71.52 -1.34 MVRC
caused by a background eclipsing binary blended with the tar-
get star, the Doppler tomographic signal would have been un-
detectable.
3.6. Transit Timing Variation Analysis
To determine an independent ephemeris, we perform a
linear fit through the mid-transit times determined for each
follow-up photometric observation (listed in Table 6). This
analysis gives T0 (BJD-TDB) = 2457226.142194± 0.00033
and a period of 3.0801718 ± 0.0000053 days, with a χ2 of
19.94 and 9 degrees of freedom. Some outliers to this fit can
be seen in Figure 7. However, the transit timing residuals
are all within 2σ of a linear ephemeris, and do not show a
coherent trend at levels larger than common systematic er-
rors in transit timing (e.g. Carter & Winn 2009). We carefully
ensured that all follow-up observations were correctly con-
verted to BJDTBD (Eastman et al. 2010). These ephemerides
are then used as priors for the EXOFAST global analysis, de-
scribed in Section 3.7.
3.7. EXOFAST Global Fit
To provide accurate system parameters and uncertainties
for the KELT-17 system, we use a modified version of the
EXOFAST exoplanet fitting package (Eastman et al. 2013),
to perform a global fit of our follow-up photometric and
spectroscopic observations. Here we provide an overview
of the process with respect to KELT-17b; see Siverd et al.
(2012) and Kuhn et al. (2016) for more detailed descriptions.
To constrain R∗ and M∗, we adopt either the Torres rela-
tions (Torres et al. 2010) or the YY stellar evolution models
(Demarque et al. 2004). For both the Torres relations and
YY Isochrones, we run a global fit constraining the eccen-
tricity to zero. As a result of the high v sin I∗, causing higher
than typical errors on our radial velocity measurements from
TRES, we do not attempt to constrain the eccentricity. Each
follow-up photometric observation (with the best determined
detrending parameters from AIJ), out-of-transit radial veloc-
ity measurements from TRES, and the Doppler tomographic
observations from TRES are used as inputs for the final global
fits. The results of both global fits are shown in Tables 7 and 8,
and both fits are consistent with each other to within 1σ. The
SPC determinedTeff , [m/H], v sin I∗, and line broadening due
to instrumental resolution and macroturbulence (vbroad) (and
errors) from the TRES spectra, and associated 1σ uncertain-
ties, were used as Gaussian priors during the fitting. We also
adopt the period P and transit epoch T0 from the TTV anal-
ysis (Section 3.6) as priors in our global fitting. Allowing
for TTVs decouples the transit times from the planet’s orbit,
adding these priors effectively encodes the information from
the linear ephemeris into the global model, while still retain-
ing the full flexibility for the transit times to vary. To simplify
our interpretation, we adopt the YY circular results for the rest
of this paper.
Since the follow-up light curves were obtained in multiple
photometric bands, we can also search for signs of wavelength
– transit depth dependencies. Large color-based transit depth
dependencies can indicate the transit is actually caused by a
stellar eclipsing binary system, while low level trends can re-
veal Rayleigh scatter signatures in the planetary atmospheres.
The follow-up data includes observations performed in the B,
g′, V , R, i′, and z′ bands. We allowed the transit model
for each band to have independent Rp/R⋆ values, all other
transit parameters are shared in the joint fitting. The limb
darkening coefficients are fixed to those interpolated from
Claret & Bloemen (2011). We find no color-transit depth de-
pendencies, with all derivedRp/R⋆ values agreeing to within
1σ.
3.8. Constraining differential rotation via Doppler
tomography
Planets in strongly misaligned orbits can allow us to map
the surface features on the host star. For example, spot-
crossings during the transits of the polar orbit planet HAT-P-
11b were used to construct a ‘butterfly-diagram’ for the spot
evolution of the K-star (Sanchis-Ojeda & Winn 2011). Sim-
ilarly, the Doppler tomographic shadow of a spin-orbit mis-
aligned planetary transit can help map the projected spin ve-
locity of the stellar surface underneath. In particular, this al-
lows us to directly measure the stellar spin rate as a function
of latitude (Gaudi & Winn 2007; Cegla et al. 2016), thereby
constraining the latitudinal differential rotation rate of the host
star.
On the sun, differential rotation is thought to partially
drive the solar dynamo (e.g. Dikpati & Charbonneau 1999),
integral to the development of sun-spots and the 11-year
solar activity cycle. Non-rigid rotation has been inferred
for other stars by monitoring for long-term activity cycles
in their spot modulated light curves (e.g. Walkowicz et al.
2013; Reinhold et al. 2013), via Doppler tomographic maps
of spotted, active stars (e.g. Donati & Collier Cameron 1997;
Barnes et al. 2000), or via modeling of the rotational broaden-
ing kernel (e.g. Reiners & Schmitt 2002, 2003b,a). Planetary
transits also offer a method of directly detecting differential
rotation for favorable systems.
Constraining differential rotation with planetary systems is
also particularly interesting in the context of spin-orbit mis-
aligned hot-Jupiter systems, like KELT-17b. A large frac-
tion of hot-Jupiter systems are reported to be spin-orbit mis-
aligned, with the G, K stars hosting a larger fraction of aligned
systems than stars of earlier spectral types (e.g. Winn et al.
2010; Albrecht et al. 2012). One idea is that internal grav-
ity waves generated at the radiative envelope – convective
core boundaries of hot stars can modify the apparent rotation
of these stars at short timescales, in which case both radial
and latitudinal differential rotation are expected (Rogers et al.
2012, 2013). Direct measurements of host star differential ro-
tation of a spin-orbit misaligned system is key to testing this
idea.
We attempt to fit for any differential rotation in KELT-17
via an analysis that is independent, and simplified, from that
of the EXOFAST fitting described in Section 3.7. Following
Cegla et al. (2016), we model the stellar rotation at a given
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FIG. 6.— Doppler tomographic detection of the planetary transit with TRES. The transit from 2016-02-22 is plotted on the left, 2016-02-26 on the right. The
top panels show the residual planetary signal after the average rotational profile is subtracted from each observation. The middle panels show the best fit model.
The bottom panels show the residuals after the removal of the planetary signal. Ingress and egress are marked by the horizontal white lines. The boundaries of
−v sin I∗ and v sin I∗ are marked by the vertical white lines.
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FIG. 7.— Transit time residuals for KELT-17b using the transit center times
from our final global fit ephemeris. The times are listed in Table 6.
position, vstel as
vstel = xveq sin I∗(1− αy
2) (1)
where x and y are the projected position coordinates on the
stellar disk with respect to the stellar spin axis and equator,
veq is the equatorial rotation speed, and I∗ is the line-of-sight
inclination of the stellar spin-axis. The coefficient α describes
the rate of differential rotation, where a rigid body has α = 0,
while the solar differential rotation is described by α⊙ = 0.2.
The effect of various levels of differential rotation α and in-
clination I∗ for the KELT-17 system on the observed Doppler
tomographic maps are illustrated in Figure 8.
We incorporate the differential rotation model in an inde-
pendent global fit of the follow-up light curves and Doppler
tomographic datasets, fitting for the differential rotation pa-
rameters α and I∗, transit parameters period P , transit
time T0, radius ratio Rp/R⋆, normalized semi-major axis
a/R⋆, transit chord inclination i, projected spin-orbit angle
λ, projected rotation velocity v sin I∗, stellar parameters Teff ,
log g∗, and first order light curve detrending coefficients for
each of the instrumental trends set out in Table 3. The fit-
ting procedure is largely described in Zhou et al. (2016), and
is performed via a MCMC analysis with the emcee affine in-
variant ensemble sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
In Zhou et al. (2016), the tomographic signal of the planet
is approximated by a Gaussian of width v sin I∗ × Rp/R⋆,
sufficient for the standard modeling of the planetary Doppler
tomographic signal. However, a true model of the plane-
tary shadow profile needs to account for asymmetries during
ingress and egress, as well as the uneven limb darkening in
the projected stellar surface under the planet. This is espe-
cially important when fitting for differential rotation, which
relies on accurate centroids of the planetary shadow at each
time step. Therefore, we model the planetary shadow via a
numerical integration of the projected stellar surface under-
neath the planet, accounting for limb darkening, differential
rotation, and instrumental broadening.
Figure 9 shows the posterior distribution of selected param-
eters from our MCMC analysis. The differential rotation co-
efficient can be constrained to be α < 0.15 at 1σ (α < 0.30
at 2σ), consistent with rigid body rotation, but also consistent
with solar differential rotation. The line-of-sight inclination is
constrained to I∗ = 94+9−10 deg. The line-of-sight inclination
I∗ and the projected spin-orbit angle λ can be combined to
calculate the true spin-orbit angle φ:
cosφ = cos I∗ cos i+ sin I∗ sin i cosλ , (2)
giving a true spin-orbit angle of φ = 116± 4 ◦ for the system.
Ammler-von Eiff & Reiners (2012) found the fraction of
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TABLE 7
MEDIAN VALUES AND 68% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE PHYSICAL AND ORBITAL PARAMETERS OF THE KELT-17 SYSTEM
Parameter Description (Units) Adopted Value Value
(YY circular) (Torres circular)
Stellar Parameters
M∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mass (M⊙) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.635+0.066−0.061 1.515+0.073−0.071
R∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Radius (R⊙) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.645+0.060−0.055 1.598+0.058−0.054
L∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Luminosity (L⊙) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.51+0.62−0.55 7.07+0.57−0.51
ρ∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Density (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.518+0.045−0.042 0.524+0.046−0.044
log g∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Surface gravity (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.220+0.022−0.024 4.211+0.024−0.025
Teff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Effective temperature (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7454 ± 49 7451+49−50
Age . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . System Age (Gyr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5–0.8
[Fe/H] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Metallicity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.018+0.074
−0.072
−0.274+0.11
−0.072
v sin I∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rotational velocity (m s−1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44200+1500−1300 44100
+1500
−1300
λ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Projected spin-orbit alignment (degrees) . . . . −115.9± 4.1 −115.5+4.1
−4.2
I∗
a
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Line-of-sight stellar inclination (degrees) . . . 94+9
−10
φ a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . True obliquity (degrees) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 ± 4
vbroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . non-rotational line broadening (m s−1) . . . 5100 ± 470 5080 ± 470
Planet Parameters
P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Period (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.0801716+0.0000053
−0.0000052 3.0801718
+0.0000037
−0.0000038
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Semi-major axis (AU) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.04881+0.00065
−0.00061
0.04759± 0.00075
MP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mass (MJ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.31+0.28−0.29 1.25± 0.27
RP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Radius (RJ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.525+0.065−0.060 1.478+0.062−0.058
ρP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Density (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.46+0.12−0.11 0.48+0.12−0.11
log gP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Surface gravity (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.144+0.090−0.11 3.149+0.089−0.11
Teq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Equilibrium temperature (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2087+32−33 2082+34−32
Θ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Safronov number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.051± 0.011 0.053± 0.011
〈F 〉 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Incident flux (109 erg s−1 cm−2) . . . . . . . . . 4.31+0.27
−0.26
4.26+0.28
−0.25
Radial Velocity Parameters
TC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time of inferior conjunction (BJDTDB) . . 2457287.74564 ± 0.00030 2457287.74565 ± 0.00021
K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RV semi-amplitude (m s−1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131+28
−29
131 ± 28
MP sin i . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimum mass (MJ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.31+0.28−0.29 1.24± 0.27
MP /M∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mass ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00077± 0.00017 0.00079± 0.00017
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RM linear limb darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5383+0.0028
−0.0020
0.5437+0.014
−0.0051
γTRES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Offset for TRES relative velocities (m s−1) 73± 24 74± 24
Linear Ephemeris
from Follow-up
Transits:
PTrans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Period (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.0801718± 0.0000053 —
T0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Linear ephemeris from transits (BJDTDB) 2457226.142194 ± 0.00033 —
NOTES
a From the independent differential rotation analysis described in Section 3.8.
differential rotators decreases with increasing Teff and v sin I∗
for A-F stars. KELT-17 is a late A-star with no evi-
dence for differential rotation, consistent with this trend. In
contrast, Doppler imaging of spots on rapid rotators from
Barnes et al. (2005), Collier Cameron (2007), and models
from Ku¨ker & Ru¨diger (2005) find the level of differential
rotation to increase with temperature for late F to M stars.
Direct detections of differential rotation via spin-orbit mis-
aligned planets for a range of stars can be a way to provide
clear benchmarks to re-examine these previous studies. Under
the framework of Rogers et al. (2012), the lack of significant
differential rotation suggests there is no evidence that the star
is currently undergoing spin axis evolution.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We report the discovery of KELT-17b, a hot-Jupiter around
an A-star discovered by the joint KELT-North and KELT-
South survey. KELT-17b is only the fourth hot-Jupiter found
transiting an A-star, after WASP-33b, KOI-13b, and HAT-
P-57b. The host star is also amongst the most rapidly
rotating known transit-planet-hosting stars, with a v sin I∗
of 44.2+1.5−1.3 km s
−1
, only WASP-33 (Collier Cameron et al.
2010), KELT-1 (Siverd et al. 2012), KOI-12 (Bourrier et al.
2015), KOI-13 (Szabo´ et al. 2011), KELT-7 (Bieryla et al.
2015), and HAT-P-57 (Hartman et al. 2015) exhibit faster spin
rates. KELT-17, with a mass of 1.635+0.066−0.061M⊙, is amongst
the most massive (hottest) 3% (0.5%) of known planet hosts1.
Blend scenarios for KELT-17b are eliminated by the detec-
tion of the Doppler tomographic signal, from which we also
measured a projected spin-orbit angle of λ = −115.9± 4.1◦
for the system. With a mass of 1.31+0.28−0.29MJ , and ra-
dius of 1.525+0.065−0.060RJ , KELT-17b is inflated compared to
standard evolution models. It receives an incident flux of
4 × 109 erg s−1cm−2, larger than the empirical threshold of
2 × 108 erg s−1cm−2 where radius inflation is observed for
the hot-Jupiter sample (Demory & Seager 2011).
KELT-17b is one of 26 known transiting hot-Jupiters
around a host star hotter than 6250 K, of which 70% are spin-
orbit misaligned (|λ| > 10◦). In fact, all four hot-Jupiters
around A-stars are in severely misaligned orientations2. The
1 NASA exoplanet archive http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
2 Multiple λ solutions are allowed for HAT-P-57b (Hartman et al. 2015)
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TABLE 8
MEDIAN VALUES AND 68% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE PHYSICAL AND ORBITAL PARAMETERS FOR THE KELT-17 SYSTEM
Parameter Description (Units) Adopted Value Value
(YY circular) (Torres circular)
Primary Transit
RP /R∗ . . . . . . Radius of the planet in stellar radii . . . . 0.09526+0.00088−0.00085 0.09509± 0.00086
a/R∗ . . . . . . . . . Semi-major axis in stellar radii . . . . . . . 6.38± 0.18 6.40± 0.18
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inclination (degrees) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.87+0.45
−0.43
84.93± 0.45
b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Impact parameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.570+0.031
−0.035
0.566+0.033
−0.035
δ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Transit depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00907+0.00017
−0.00016
0.00904± 0.00016
TFWHM . . . . . FWHM duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.12674+0.00068−0.00067 0.12667+0.00065−0.00064
τ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ingress/egress duration (days) . . . . . . . . 0.0181+0.0012
−0.0011
0.0179+0.0012
−0.0011
T14 . . . . . . . . . . . Total duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1448+0.0014−0.0013 0.1446+0.0014−0.0013
PT . . . . . . . . . . . A priori non-grazing transit probability 0.1418+0.0039−0.0038 0.1413
+0.0041
−0.0038
PT,G . . . . . . . . . A priori transit probability . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1717+0.0050−0.0048 0.1710
+0.0051
−0.0048
u1B . . . . . . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3713+0.0064−0.0053 0.3795
+0.020
−0.0098
u2B . . . . . . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3509+0.0034−0.0040 0.3462+0.0062−0.0100
u1I . . . . . . . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1337+0.0047−0.0032 0.1504
+0.023
−0.0075
u2I . . . . . . . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3266+0.0024−0.0027 0.3122+0.0056−0.019
u1Sloang . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3418+0.0054−0.0040 0.3527
+0.022
−0.0087
u2Sloang . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3480+0.0024−0.0033 0.3408+0.0055−0.012
u1Sloani . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1511+0.0047−0.0032 0.1680
+0.025
−0.0083
u2Sloani . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3315± 0.0025 0.3173+0.0059−0.020
u1Sloanr . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2179+0.0046−0.0029 0.2264
+0.032
−0.0096
u2Sloanr . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3501+0.0019−0.0022 0.3426+0.0067−0.023
u1Sloanz . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1023+0.0047−0.0033 0.1175
+0.018
−0.0058
u2Sloanz . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3194+0.0020−0.0029 0.3060+0.0041−0.015
u1V . . . . . . . . . . Linear Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2795+0.0045−0.0028 0.2911
+0.028
−0.0091
u2V . . . . . . . . . . Quadratic Limb-darkening . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3467+0.0016−0.0025 0.3384+0.0054−0.018
Secondary Eclipse
TS . . . . . . . . . . . Time of eclipse (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . 2457286.20555 ± 0.00030 2457286.20556 ± 0.00021
spin-orbit synchronization timescale for the KELT-17 system
is ∼ 1011 yrs (using Equation 3, Hansen 2012), so the cur-
rent system misalignment is unlikely to have been modified
by star-planet tidal interactions, and will be stable for the du-
ration of the main-sequence lifetime of KELT-17. KELT-17b
is super-synchronous: the host star has a maximum spin pe-
riod of 1.7 days, while the planet orbital period is∼ 3.08 days,
as with a number of other systems around F-A stars (CoRoT-
3b, CoRoT-11b, HAT-P-56b, KELT-7b, KOI-13b, WASP-
7b, WASP-8b, WASP-33b, WASP-38b). In contrast, no Ke-
pler candidates, which are largely around cooler host stars,
are found in super-synchronized orbits (Walkowicz & Basri
2013). While the synchronization timescale is long, the or-
bit circularization timescale should be only 107 years, assum-
ing Qplanet = 105, and adopting the circularization timescale
from Goldreich & Soter (1966), so we expect the orbit of the
planet to be circular in the present day.
The spin-orbit misaligned orientation of KELT-17b means
the planet crosses a wide-range of stellar latitudes during the
transit, which allowed us to constrain the latitudinal differ-
ential rotation of the star. As a result, we find KELT-17 to
be consistent with both rigid body rotation and solar-levels of
differential rotation (α < 0.30 at 2σ). An equivalent tech-
nique was applied to the transits of HD 189733b (Cegla et al.
2016), a significantly more difficult case given the near-
aligned geometry of the planet (λ = −0.4±0.2◦) and the low
rotation rate of the star (v sin I∗ = 3.25±0.02 km s−1). Nev-
ertheless, they were able to rule out rigid-body rotation for the
host star. Future Doppler tomographic follow-up of KELT-17
can further refine the differential rotation constraints on the
star, and search for nodal precession of the planet’s orbit (e.g.
Johnson et al. 2015).
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